Evidence of positive selection at signal peptide region of interferon gamma.
Interferon gamma (IFNG) is a major cytokine and plays crucial roles in pathogen clearance. About the course of evolution of IFNG, it has been reported that IFNG is being subjected to adaptive selection, which is proved at the level of gene. Neighbor-joining method was used to reconstruct the phylogenetic tree of all IFNG protein-coding sequences. The pair-wise computation of Ka/Ks between every exon homologs, branch-specific model, and site-specific model of the likelihood method were performed to detect positive selection of IFNG. We reported, for the first time, that the signal peptide region of IFNG is under significant positive selection, evolving faster than other parts. We provide evidence at the level of individual exon and individual amino acid site that IFNG is under adaptive evolution, which establishes the basis for further researches about IFNG.